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Fidelity of a t-error-correcting quantum code with more than t errors
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It is important to study the behavior of at-error-correcting quantum code when the number of errors is
greater thant because it is likely that there are also small errors besidest large correctable errors. We estimate
the fidelity of a t-error-correcting stabilizer code over a general memoryless channel, allowing more thant
errors. We also show that the fidelity can be made arbitrary close to 1 by increasing the code length.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the study of the quantum error-correcting codes, it
usually assumed that only a small number of qubits are
fected and the rest of the qubits are left unchanged. Howe
it is important to study the behavior of at-error-correcting
quantum code when the number of errors is greater tht
because it is likely that there are alsosmall errors besidest
large correctable errors. The goal of this paper is to provid
lower bound for the fidelity of the quantum error correcti
under the general noise model without any approximati
The fact that quantum error-correcting codes work under
general noise model seems a folklore result, and the orig
contributions of this paper are a rigorous proof and a qu
titative relation between the fidelity and the noisiness of
channel.

The following research has been done prior to this pa
It has been informally argued in Ref.@1# Sec. VI, that those
small errors do not result in a large error in the recove
quantum state. The first rigorous analysis was done in R
@2# Sec. 5.4, in which the authors assumed that the cha
was memoryless, that is, each qubit interacts with differ
environment, and there was a scalar multiple of the iden
operator in an operator sum representation of the cha
superoperator. In Ref.@3#, Sec. 7.4.2, quantitative relation
between the fidelity and the noisiness were given for t
specific classes of memoryless channels. Aharonov
Ben-Or@4# Sec. 8, analyzed the fault-tolerant quantum co
putation under the general noise model that is equivalent
memoryless channel, and showed that if the channel is
too noisy then the error-free computation is possible. Ho
ever, they did not provide a quantitative condition of gene
channels allowing the error-free computation.~They pro-
vided that of restricted channels.!

In this paper we assume that a unitary representatio
the channel superoperator has large identity component~As-
sumption 3!, and we give a lower bound@Eq. ~7!# for the
average of the fidelity between the original state and
recovered state without using any approximation, where
average is taken over the measurement outcome in the
correction process. As a consequence we show that the
age of the fidelity can be made arbitrary close to 1 ove
general memoryless channel by increasing the code len
This fact has been proved only over specific classes of qu
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tum channels@2,3#. Our estimation is restricted to the stab
lizer quantum codes introduced in Refs.@5–7#, which in-
clude almost all good quantum codes discovered so fa
should be noted that the essential idea in our analysis alre
appeared in Ref.@3#, Sec. 7.4.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
notations used in this paper, and review the stabilizer qu
tum codes and their error-correction process. In Sec. III
give a lower bound for the fidelity. In Sec. IV several co
sequences and generalizations are discussed.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations

Let H be a Hilbert space. We denote byS(H) the set of
density operators onH. For a density operatorr on H and a
state vectoruc&PH, the fidelity @8,9# between them is de
fined by

F~ uc&,r)5^curuc&.

It measures how closeuc& andr are.
In this paper we considert-error-correcting†@n,k#‡ binary

quantum codes unless otherwise stated. LetH2 be the Hilbert
space of dimension 2. LetG be a superoperator onH2, that
is, a trace-preserving completely positive linear map fro
S(H2) to S(H2). We assume that the channel is represen
by G, which means that when we send a density operator
PS(H2) through the channel we getG(r)PS(H2) at the
receiving end. The channel considered in this paper is
sumed to be memoryless. So when we send a statr
PS(H2

^ n) we getG ^ n(r).
We shall review the unitary representation of a super

erator@10#. A simplified proof can be found in Ref.@11#, in
the Appendix. LetG be a superoperator on a Hilbert spa
H. Then there exists a Hilbert spaceHE , a state vector
u0E&PHE , and a unitary operatorU on H^ HE such that

G~r!5TrE„U~r ^ u0E&^0Eu!U* …, ~1!

for all rPS(H), where TrE is the partial trace overHE . That
is called a unitary representation ofG.

B. Stabilizer quantum codes

In this section we review the method of quantum er
correction proposed in Refs.@5–7#. Let
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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sx5S 0 1

1 0D , sz5S 1 0

0 21D ,

and E5$6w1^ •••^ wn%, wherewi is either I , sx , sz or
sxsz . The setE is a noncommutative group with matri
multiplication as its group operation. LetSbe a commutative
subgroup ofE. A quantum error-correcting codeQ,H2

^ n is
defined as an eigenspace ofS.

For MPE we defineMQ5$M uw&:uw&PQ%. The setMQ
is also an eigenspace ofS for any MPE. Moreover,
$MQ:MPE% is equal to the set of eigenspaces ofS. It fol-
lows that every eigenspace ofShas the same dimension. Le
dimQ52k. Then there are 2n2k eigenspaces ofS. Let S8
5$NPE:MN5NM for all MPS%. It is known that

S85$MPE:MQ5Q%. ~2!

We shall describe the error correction procedure. LetHenv
be the Hilbert space representing the environment around
channel. Suppose that we send a pure stateuw&PQ, and the
environment is initially in a pure stateu0env&PHenv. Suppose
also that we receive an entangled stateuc&PH2

^ n
^ Henv. We

measure an observable ofH2
^ n whose eigenspaces are th

same as those ofS. Then the stateuc& is projected touc8&
PQ8^ Henv, whereQ8 is some eigenspace ofS.

We will define the weight of an operatorMPE for error
correction. LetM56w1^ •••^ wn , wherewi is either I ,
sx , sz , or sxsz . The weight of M is defined to be
u$ i :wiÞI %u, and denoted byw(M ). We define the numbersd
andd8 by

d5min$w~M !:MPS8 and 6M¹S%,

d85min$w~M !:MPS8 and 6MÞI %.

The numberd is called the minimum distance ofQ. The code
Q is said to be pure ifd5d8 and impure ifd.d8. We define
t5 b(d21)/2c, wherebxc denotes the largest integer<x.

There are many operatorsMPE such thatMQ5Q8. Let
M be an operator whose weight is minimum among the
Note that if the weight ofM is greater thanb(d821)/2c then
there may be another operatorM 8 such that w(M 8)
5w(M ), M 8Q5Q8, and MÞ6M 8. We guess that the
original pure state is (M 21

^ I env)uc8&, where I env is the
identity operator onHenv.

If the number of errors<t, thenuc8& is the tensor produc
of uw8&PQ8 and some pure state inHenv, and M 21uw8&
5uw&. However, we do not make such an assumption,
we shall analyze the closeness~fidelity! betweenuw& and
M 21 TrHenv

(uc8&^c8u)(M 21)* .
We shall use the following fact later.
Proposition 1. Let M 8PE be an operator such tha

M 8Q5MQ. If 6M 8¹MS then w(M 8).t, where MS
5$MN:NPS%.

Proof. If w(M ).t thenw(M 8).t by the definition ofM.
Suppose thatw(M )<t and w(M 8)<t. Then w(M 21M 8)
<2t,d, M 21M 8PS8 by Eq. ~2!, and M 21M 8¹S. This
contradicts to the definition ofd. j
02231
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III. LOWER BOUND FOR THE FIDELITY

In this section we consider the fidelity between the ori
nal state and recovered state. LetG be the channel superop
erator ofH2 as in Sec. II A. SinceI , sx , sz , andsxsz form
a basis of linear operators onH2, in a unitary representation
of G we can writeU in Eq. ~1! as

I ^ L0,01sx^ L1,01sz^ L0,11sxszL1,1,

whereLi , j is a linear operator on a Hilbert spaceHE . Let
u0E& be the initial state ofHE .

Lemma 2. We retain notations as above.iL0,00Ei<1,
wherei•i denotes the norm of a vector•.

Proof. Let $u0&,u1&% be the orthonormal basis such th
sxu0&5u1&, sxu1&5u0&, szu0&5u0&, and szu1&52u1&.
Then we have

U~ u0& ^ u0E&)5u0& ^ ~L0,0u0E&1L0,1u0E&)

1u1& ^ ~L1,0u0E&1L1,1u0E&,

U~ u1& ^ u0E&)5u1& ^ ~L0,0u0E&2L0,1u0E&)

1u0& ^ ~L1,0u0E&2L1,1u0E&.

Since both vectors are of unit norm, it follows that

iL0,0u0E&1L0,1u0E&i<1,

iL0,0u0E&2L0,1u0E&i<1.

We concludeiL0,00Ei<1. j
Assumption 3. Assume that

iL0,10Ei21iL1,00Ei21iL1,10Ei25p.

Hereafter we denoteHE
^ n by Henv and u0E& ^ •••^ u0E& by

u0env&. Suppose that we senduw&PQ and the recovered stat
is M 21 TrHenv

(uc8&^c8u)(M 21)* as in Sec. II B.

We shall consider the average ofF„uw&,
M 21 TrHenv

(uc8&^c8u)(M 21)* … for an arbitrary fixed state

uw&PQ under the assumption that the channel is memo
less. The superoperator of the channel isG ^ n. Let Z2
5$0,1% with the addition and the multiplication take
modulo 2. ForaW 5(a1 , . . . ,an)PZ2

n , we define

X~aW !5sx
a1^ •••^ sx

an ,

Z~aW !5sz
a1^ •••^ sz

an .

Then a unitary representation ofG ^ n can be written as

(
aW ,bW PZ2

n
X~aW !Z~bW ! ^ LaW bW ,

where

LaW bW5La1 ,b1
^ •••^ Lan ,bn

.
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Let uc& be as in Sec. II B. By notations defined so far,uc&
can be written as

uc&5 (
aW ,bW PZ2

n
X~aW !Z~bW !uw& ^ LaW bW u0env&.

Let Q8 be an eigenspace ofS. We shall consider the prob
ability PQ8 of uc& being projected toQ8^ Henv after the
measurement. Let (aW Q8 ,bW Q8) be a pair of vectors such tha
X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8)Q5Q8 and that if M 8Q5Q8 then w(M 8)
>w„X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8)…. Observe that if w„X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8)…
. b(d821)/2c then there may be another operatorM 8 such
that M 8Q5Q8, w(M 8)5w„X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8)…, and M 8Þ

6X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8). This implies that (aW Q8 ,bW Q8) is not
uniquely determined byQ8. One may choose whicheve
(aW Q8 ,bW Q8) provided thatX(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8) has the minimum
weight ~see also Sec. IV D!. Let TQ85$(cW ,dW )PZ2

n

3Z2
n :X(cW )Z(dW )Q5Q8 and6X(cW )Z(dW )¹X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8)S%.

We define

usQ8&5 (
cW ,dW PZ2

n

6X(cW )Z(dW )PX(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8)S

X~cW !Z~dW !uw& ^ LcWdW u0env&,

usQ8
8 &5 (

(cWQ8 ,dW Q8)PTQ8

X~cWQ8!Z~dW Q8!uw& ^ LcWQ8dW Q8
u0env&.

Observe that

uc&5 (
Q8 is an eigenspace ofS

usQ81sQ8
8 &, ~3!

and the projection ofuc& to Q8^ Henv is usQ81sQ8
8 &. Thus

PQ8 is given byisQ81sQ8
8 i2.

Let uc8&5usQ81sQ8
8 &/isQ81sQ8

8 i and M

5X(aW Q8)Z(bW Q8). Next we shall calculate a lower bound fo
02231
the fidelity between uw& and the recovered stat
M 21 TrHenv

(uc8&^c8u)(M 21)* when uc& is projected to

usQ81sQ8
8 &PQ8^ Henv after the measurement. Observe th

taking partial trace overHenv and applyingM 21 to usQ8& and
usQ81sQ8

8 & yields the original stateuw& and the recovered

stateM 21 TrHenv
(uc8&^c8u)(M 21)* , respectively. The fidel-

ity between uw& and M 21 TrHenv
(uc8&^c8u)(M 21)* is not

less than that betweenusQ8& and usQ81sQ8
8 &, because the

fidelity does not decrease by unitary operations and tak
partial trace@12#. We shall calculate a lower bound for th
fidelity FQ8 betweenusQ8& and usQ81sQ8

8 &,

12FQ8512
^sQ8usQ81sQ8

8 &^sQ81sQ8
8 usQ8&

^sQ8usQ8&^sQ81sQ8
8 usQ81sQ8

8 &

5
^sQ8usQ8&^sQ8

8 usQ8
8 &2^sQ8

8 usQ8&^sQ8usQ8
8 &

^sQ8usQ8&^sQ81sQ8
8 usQ81sQ8

8 &

<
^sQ8usQ8&^sQ8

8 usQ8
8 &

^sQ8usQ8&^sQ81sQ8
8 usQ81sQ8

8 &

5
^sQ8

8 usQ8
8 &

^sQ81sQ8
8 usQ81sQ8

8 &
.

We shall calculate an upper bound for the average o
2FQ8 , where the average is taken over the measurem
outcome. The following fact will be used. For a pair of ve
tors (aW ,bW ), w(aW ,bW ) denotesw„X(aW )Z(bW )….

Proposition 4. We have

øQ8 is an eigenspace ofSTQ8,$~aW ,bW !PZ2
n3Z2

n :w~aW ,bW !.t%.

Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 1. j

In the following calculationQ8 runs through the set o
eigenspaces ofS,
(
Q8

PQ8~12FQ8!<(
Q8

^sQ8
8 usQ8

8 &

5(
Q8

I (
(cWQ8 ,dW Q8)PTQ8

X~cWQ8!Z~dW Q8!uw& ^ LcWQ8dW Q8
u0env&I 2

<(
Q8

(
(cWQ8 ,dW Q8)PTQ8

iX~cWQ8!Z~dW Q8!uw& ^ LcWQ8dW Q8
u0env&i2

< (
cW ,dW PZ2

n

w(cW ,dW ).t

iX~cW !Z~dW !uw& ^ LcWdW u0env&i2 ~by Proposition 4!

5 (
cW ,dW PZ2

n

w(cW ,dW ).t

iLcWdW0envi2. ~4!
4-3
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For a vectoraW 5(a1 , . . . ,an)PZ2
n , let

l ~0!5iL0,00Ei2,

l ~1!5iL0,10Ei21iL1,00Ei21iL1,10Ei2,

D~aW !5)
i 51

n

l ~ai !,

h~aW !5u$ i :aiÞ0%u.

Observe thatD(aW )<ph(aW ) by Assumption 3 and Lemma 2
For vectorsaW , bW PZ2

n , let or(aW ,bW ) be the bitwise logical or of

them. By these notations, for a vectoraW PZ2
n we can see

(
cW ,dW PZ2

n

or(cW ,dW )5aW

iLcWdW0envi25D~aW !<ph(aW ),

and w(cW ,dW )5h„or(cW ,dW )…. By these observations we can r
write Eq. ~4! as

(
cW ,dW PZ2

n

w(cW ,dW ).t

iLcWdW0envi25 (
aW PZ2

n

h(aW ).t

D~aW ! ~5!

< (
aW PZ2

n

h(aW ).t

ph(aW )

5 (
i 5t11

n S n

i D pi . ~6!

Thus

12 (
i 5t11

n S n

i D pi ~7!

is a lower bound for the average of the fidelity between
original state and the state recovered by at-error-correcting
quantum code of lengthn.

Example 5. By Table III of Ref.@6#, it is known that there
exists a†@25,5,7#‡ code. We take it as an example. Then w
have t53. At p50.01, the value of Eq.~7! is 1
20.000 132, and atp50.001 the value of Eq.~7! is 1
20.12731027.

IV. CONSEQUENCES AND GENERALIZATIONS

A. Error-free communication is asymptotically possible

In classical information transmission we can make
error probability arbitrary small by increasing the co
length. The same result also holds in the quantum case. La
be a real number such that 2pa,1. Suppose that there exis
a sequence oft i-error-correcting quantum codes of lengthni
such thatt i /ni→a and ni→` as i→`. The existence of
02231
e
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such a sequence is guaranteed by the quantum Varsha
Gilbert bound@5#, Theorem 2, in a certain range ofa.

We shall consider the asymptotic behavior of Eq.~7!,

(
i 5t11

n S n

i D pi<pt11 (
i 5t11

n S n

i D<pt11(
i 51

n S n

i D 5pt112n.

If t/n>a then pt112n<p(2pa)n, which converges to 0 as
n→`. Thus if we use the sequence of quantum codes
scribed above, we can make the average of fidelity arbitr
close to 1 by increasing the code length. Note that our e
mate differs by a factor of 2n from an intuition 1
2O(pt11) of the fidelity of quantum error correction.

B. General channel

The memoryless assumption is used only in Eq.~6!. We
can calculate a lower bound for the average of the fide
over an arbitrary channel as Eq.~5! by rewriting the unitary
operator in a unitary representation as

(
aW ,bW PZ2

n
X~aW !Z~bW ! ^ LaW bW .

C. Nonbinary codes

We can generalize the result to nonbinary stabilizer co
as follows. We considerq-ary stabilizer codes. LetHq be the
q-dimensional Hilbert space andu0&, . . . ,uq21& an ortho-
normal basis ofHq . Let l be a primitiveqth root of 1, for
example, exp(2pi/q). We define a linear mapCq sendingu i &
to u i 11 modq& and Dl sendingu i & to l i u i & @13#. Observe
that C25sx andD215sz whenq52.

Let G be the channel superoperator onHq , and suppose
that a unitary representation ofG is

G~r!5TrHE
„U~r ^ u0E&^0Eu!U* ….

We can writeU as

U5 (
( i , j )PZq

2
Cq

i Dl
j

^ Li , j ,

where Zq5$0, . . . ,q21% and Li , j is a linear operator on
HE .

Replace the definition ofp in Assumption 3 with

p5 (
(0,0)Þ( i , j )PZq

2
iLi , j0Ei2.

Then the lower bound Eq.~7! also holds forq-ary stabilizer
codes.

D. Bounded distance decoding

In the error correction process described in Sec. II B
have to find an operatorMPE such thatw(M ) is minimum
4-4
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among operatorsNPE such thatNQ5Q8. The task of find-
ing suchM from the measurement outcome becomes co
putationally difficult when both the code length and the mi
mum distance are large@15,16#. In practice, we may give up
finding suchM if there is no operatorN of weight <t8 such
that NQ5Q8, wheret8 is an integer<t. This is a quantum
analog of the classical bounded distance decoding@14#. We
shall slightly modify this bounded distance decoding a
give a lower bound for the average of fidelity.

Let Q, Q8, uc8& and I env be as in Sec. II B. If there is an
operatorNPE such thatNQ5Q8 and w(N)<t8, then let
M5N. Otherwise choose an operatorMPE such thatMQ
5Q8. Let the recovered state be (M 21

^ I env)uc8&. With this
error-correction process the average of the fidelity
bounded from below by

12 (
i 5t811

n S n

i D pi .

The proof is almost the same as that of Eq.~7!.
a
le

A

A
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E. Nonstabilizer codes

It seems difficult to generalize the result in this paper
nonstabilizer codes. Because in the error correction of n
stabilizer codes we cannot writeuc& as sum of eigenvector
of the measured observable as in Eq.~3!.

F. Entanglement fidelity

The entanglement fidelity introduced in Refs.@2,11#
should also be considered in some applications, and we
estimate the entanglement fidelity from the fidelity by th
relation @2#, Theorem V.3.
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